
 

 

 
 
 
 

Nathan Duval 
Capital Facilities Director 
212 Chenega Avenue 
Valdez, AK 99686 
 
July 22, 2019 
 
Mr. Duval— 
 
Subject: Existing Fire Station 1 Assessment 
 
Attached find Structural and Mechanical evaluations, completed by consulting engineers, PND 
Engineers and RSA Engineers respectively, documenting conditions at the existing Fire Station 1 at 212 
Chenega Avenue. Additionally, below are a short list of known and reported fire and building code 
and regulatory deficiencies present at the Station. These findings add to known deficiencies relative to 
both overall condition and specific occupancies of the structure.  
 
This collective review joins those of prior consultants in finding the building fails to meet many 
standards and codes for a modern fire and emergency services facility. Along with structural and 
ventilation conditions, many industry standards governing emergency response facilities are not being 
met at the current station. As was summarized in City of Valdez HQ Fire Station—Programming and 
Site Evaluations, 2018, “not meeting these standards increases risks to not only personnel but also to 
equipment, apparatus, and community safety.”  
 
Codes governing fire department operational and facility standards include: 
 

• NFPA 1581—Infection Control 
• NFPA 1851—Care of Fire Fighting Equipment 
• NFPA 403—Standard for AFF Services 
• NFPA 1500—Occupational Safety 
• OSHA 1910—Construction & Maintenance 
• IBC—International Building Code, Essential Facility 
• ADA—Americans with Disabilities Act 

 
 
 



 

Specific Areas of Deficiency— 
 
Infection and Toxic Contamination Control 
 
Currently, the facility falls short of multiple standards established by the National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA). Key among the problems is a lack of space to house proper facilities for cleaning, 
decontaminating and storing equipment and personal protection ensembles (PPE) gear which each fire 
fighter wears when responding to an incident. NFPA 1500—10.1.2 states, “Fire departments shall 
provide facilities for disinfecting, cleaning and storage in accordance with NFPA 1581.” The station 
currently has no functioning Decontamination Room.  Soiled PPE returning from a call are either 
cleaned in the Apparatus Bays or laundered in the repurposed holding bay at the Police Department 
and brought back to the Station for drying and storage. There is no contained area for cleaning air 
masks, helmets, backboards, medical equipment and other gear contaminated by infectious bodily 
fluids or by toxic compounds from burning materials. Once such gear returns from a call and enters the 
Apparatus bays, it risks cross contaminating other parts of the Station and beyond—including Crew 
quarters, areas of the building housing non-departmental City personnel, and the public.  
 
Fire and EMS personnel returning from a fire may also have toxic or infectious materials on their 
undergarments or skin. Separated laundering and showering are not supported within the facility for 
either gender. Men may use the bathroom and shower adjacent to the Apparatus Bay for cleaning. 
There is no such equivalent facility for women responders on site. To use the bathroom, women must 
enter the Crew Dormitory or the Public hall outside the area, breaching containment and risking 
contamination of other parts of the building (NFPA 1581, 5.4).  
 
In some instances, female responders have traveled home after a fire--in their personal vehicles--to 
clean themselves and their clothing, risking spreading contaminants and toxins. This practice not only 
violates NFPA standards for occupational safety and infection control (NFPA 1581, 8.4.5.2) but unfairly 
burdens female staff, volunteers, and their families over their male counterparts. 
 
While remediating mold from the Decontamination Room and placing this area back in service will 
help, the department will continue struggling to find adequate space to temporarily store, clean, and 
disinfect gear thereby failing to limit contamination risks (NFPA 1581, 5.5.5, 5.6, 5.7). Absent properly 
sized and located cleaning and bathing facilities for both genders, risks of contamination remain 
elevated at the station and beyond. 
 
Fire Fighting Gear 
 
Firefighting equipment and PPE gear require specialized care, cleaning, repair and storage. (NFPA 
1851). Contaminated gear shall be isolated during the incident personnel decontamination process 
and removed from service until the elements can receive specialized cleaning. (NFPA 1851, 7.1.4.1) 
Isolating gear for specialized cleaning is not currently possible given the lack of available area.  



 

Vehicle Exhaust and Station Ventilation 
 
Contaminants, other than those from outside the station are also highly problematic and Valdez 
Station 1. Exhaust from Apparatus preparing to depart or returning from a call foul the air and leave 
greasy and toxic particulates on the walls, floor and on every surface and item exposed to the fumes. 
NFPA 1500, 10.1.5 states, “The fire department shall prevent exposure to fire fighters and 
contamination of living and sleeping areas to vehicle exhaust.” The facility lacks both carbon 
monoxide and nitrous oxide detectors commonly used to monitor levels and switch on fans to 
evacuate vehicle exhaust (NFPA 1500 10.1.3.4). Furthermore, since the only access to the Crew 
dayroom, kitchen or dormitory is through an Apparatus Bay, vehicle exhaust fall-out enters these areas 
every time a door is opened, and someone walks through.  
 
Station ventilation and exhaust issues and recommendations are covered in the accompanying report 
by RSA. Modernizing the 53-year-old air handling unit and installing a proper exhaust monitoring and 
evacuation system are necessary for meeting the NFPA 1500 standards. However, the immediate 
adjacency of crew areas to Apparatus Bays will remain a problem even with these upgrades. 
 
Life Safety  
 
NFPA 1500 10.1.4 requires all new buildings housing fire, rescue or ambulance services be protected 
throughout by an approved automatic sprinkler system. Sprinklers provide an elevated level of 
protection to occupants, building and apparatus regardless of facility age or condition. While the 
adjoining City Hall administration and Police Department are so protected, Station 1 has no sprinklers. 
While not code required, such protection is highly advised, particularly for facilities essential to the 
public and commercial infrastructure of the community. 
 
Built in 1966, well prior to adoption of modern codes governing safe egress for occupants, Station 1 
lacks required life safety and accessibility attributes. Changes in area function have created egress and 
exiting violations. For example, both current second floor uses—Crew Sleeping (R2) and Training 
(B)—require two exits to conform to the State-adopted, International Building Code. IBC 2012, 
Chapter 10, Section 1021 requires second floor, R2 and B occupancies provide two exits unless 
protected by an automatic sprinkler system. The single exit stairs which descend from these areas fail 
to qualify as acceptable egress pathways on multiple accounts:  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 Code Standard (IBC 2012) Actual 
Stair width (accessible) 48” clear (IBC 1007.3)* 32” 
Stair width regular 44” clear (IBC 1009.4) 32” 
Stair rise/run 7”max/11” min (IBC 1009.7.2) 8”**/11”; 6.5”/10.5”**  
Handrails Both sides (IBC 1009.15) w/extensions One side, no extensions 
Exit Signage Required for B occupancy (IBC 1011) None 

 
*unless protected by an automatic sprinkler system 
** does not meet standard

Other IBC and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA 2010) standards for life safety and accessibility are 
not being met at Station 1. As a public building, the fire station is obligated to provide accessible 
accommodations for personnel, volunteers, and visitors who may be sight, hearing or ambulatorily 
impaired. The ADA provides direction for all public facilities to be surveyed for accessibility barriers 
and to have a plan formulated for their remedy. “A fire station is a public building and must be 
designed, built, and maintained with public use in mind,” (NFPA 1500 Handbook, Chapter 10). 
 
Tsunami Inundation 
 
Along with these facility conditions, recent USGS mapping shows the site subject to tsunami 
inundation further complicating compliance and functionality as an essential facility or emergency 
operations center. 
 
Conclusion 
 
As demonstrated above and in the attached reports, the facility housing Valdez Fire Station 1 is 
deficient in construction, size, and functionality. Structural, life safety, occupational, and accessibility 
defects create an environment unfit for the essential functions of the department and the public they 
serve. At a minimum, additional structural and life safety analysis and a mitigation plan are 
recommended for the facility to be considered compliant for occupancy. Ongoing occupancy as an 
essential emergency facility would require a higher and likely cost prohibitive degree of upgrade. 
Given the construction type, mechanical and space limitations and overall site size/location, it is our 
professional opinion the existing facility is unsuitable for continued use as an essential facility. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Gary S. Wolf, AIA 

!
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July 15, 2019  PND Project No. 181184 
 
Chris Whittington Evans 

Wolf Architecture 

625 S. Cobb Street 

Palmer, Alaska 99645 
 
Subject: Structural Evaluation of the Fire Station 1, Valdez Alaska 
  
At your request, PND has modified our previous structural evaluation to include additional 
information concerning governing codes for existing buildings and established procedures for 
seismic evaluation thereof.  We also have included more information on the increased loading 
requirements for essential emergency response facilities. 
 
Scope of Structural Evaluation 

The scope of the structural evaluation was performed from an inspection of the existing 
drawings for the fire station portion of the building located at 212 Chenega.  As most 
structural members cannot be examined from a visual inspection, a study of available plans 
was used to perform the evaluation.   The findings which follow are based on the 
examination of a partial set of plans which are dated April 1966.  Calculations were 
performed on roof rafters to estimate snow load capacity.  A quick screening of seismic 
systems was performed using the FEMA P-154 Rapid Visual Screening of Building for Seismic 
Hazards.  No calculations were performed on the seismic capacity of shear walls or 
diaphragms as that was considered to be beyond the scope of this report.  

Description of Existing Structure 

The focus of the evaluation is on the original wood-framed fire station consisting of 
apparatus bays, crew quarters, and offices with a second floor mezzanine for training and 
dormitory functions.  Plans for both structural and architectural were combined into a few 
sheets of drawings as was common in the 1960’s.  Review of the adjacent office wing was 
not part of this analysis as no plans were available. 

The original building is essentially a wood stick-framed structure.  The floor is a concrete 
slab on-grade.  The mezzanine is constructed of 2x12 wood joists.  The roof consists of 
2x12 wood rafters at 1’-4” centers at 4 to 12 pitch spanning approximately 18-feet.  The 
walls are constructed of 2x6 wood studs with 3/8” plywood sheathing.  PND could find 
no information on the plans for design loads.  No information on the plans was evident 
for lateral wind and seismic design such as shear wall and diaphragm nailing.   

Relevant Structural Codes  

If adopted by the City of Valdez, the building is governed by the 2009 International Building 
Code (IBC) and the local amendments adopted by the City.  The IBC series of codes also 
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includes the International Existing Building Code (IEBC).  Although it does not appear that 
the City has adopted the IEBC, language from the IEBC has been incorporated into the 
City of Valdez local amendments for section 116 dealing with unsafe and dangerous 
structures.   

Essential Facilities  

This building is being operated as an emergency response facility or essential facility.   This 
occupancy is designated a Risk Category IV.  Risk Category IV facilities requires higher 
levels of safety for snow, ice and seismic loads.  These loads are amplified by importance 
factors.  For a Risk Category IV fire station, loads are amplified according to the IBC as 
follows: 

Snow 1.2 

Seismic  1.5 

 

Should the building change occupancy, and be repurposed for storage or warehouse, the 
Importance Factors for the loads on essential facilities are not required.  Importance 
Factors become 1.0. 

Snow Loads  

Snow loads in Valdez have been incrementally increased over the last 20-years.  The local 
code for ground snow load is now 160 psf.  Using ASCE 7 snow load formulas for a warm 
sloping roof, the minimum roof snow load for the Valdez Fire Station with the 1.2 
Importance Factor should be 126 psf.   

Provisions of the International Building Code and Local Amendments  

City of Valdez local amendments to Section 116 of the IBC deal with unsafe and 
dangerous buildings.  The terms unsafe and dangerous are defined in the amendments as a 
structural condition where the stress in any material, member or portion thereof due to all 
dead and live loads, is more than one and one half times the working stress or stresses 
allowed in the IBC code.   

Structural Deficiencies  

From PND’s examination of the building and plans we have identified some structural 
deficiencies.  The following items have been identified as deficient and possibly dangerous.  

Roof Framing:   

Using the City of Valdez Snow loads multiplied by the essential facility Importance 

Factor, PND’s calculations show the existing roof rafters are stressed to more than 

1.8 times allowable stress in bending.  This is assuming the wood to be Douglas Fir 
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No. 1 grade.  Other grades or species would result in even more overstress.  PND 

finds the roof rafters under full snow load to be stressed significantly more than 

150% of their capacity.   This means the roof structure may be categorized as 

dangerous or unsafe unless snow is routinely removed by shoveling during the winter 

months.   

Lateral Loads:   

Plywood sheathing on the walls and roof of the structure provide resistance to lateral 

loads such as wind and seismic.  Methods for the seismic evaluation and 

strengthening of existing buildings is contained in both the IEBC code and in the 

Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing Buildings (ASCE 41-13).  PND recommends 

an ASCE 41-13 Tier 1 seismic evaluation of this building.  We have attached the 

forms that are used to conduct that evaluation.  (The Tier 1 evaluation take time and 

effort to complete and is considered beyond the scope of this report.)   

Using the less comprehensive Rapid Visual Screening techniques developed by 

FEMA P-154 for seismic hazards, PND has determined that the fire station is may 

be deficient for the high seismic loads in Valdez and the 1.5 Importance Factor that 

should be applied to seismic loads for essential facilities.  The lateral deficiencies are 

primarily due to the age of the code under which the building was designed.  FEMA 

P-154 uses a Benchmark Code for different types of structural systems to assist in 

determining a score.  The benchmark code for wood-framed structures is 1976.  Any 

building constructed before the benchmark code receives a lower score due to the 

changes in code since the Benchmark.  This building predates that code by 10-years.    

Essential facilities with FEMA P-154 scores less than 2.5 are recommended for 

further Tier 1 seismic evaluations. The Fire Station score is 1.7. 

 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Structural remediation or shoveling of the roof is probably needed even if this building is 
repurposed.  The roof snow load capacity may present an unsafe condition and could pose 
a risk to occupants if snow is not removed during the winter.   If there are unsafe or 
dangerous conditions, the code official is required to issue orders to abate the illegal or 
unsafe conditions.  

Seismic and wind design criteria was not indicated on the original drawings.  For 
evaluation of existing buildings, ASCE 41-13 “Seismic Evaluation and Retrofit of Existing 
Buildings” should be used for an evaluation.  PND recommends a Tier 1 evaluation be 
performed.   

Even if the occupancy of the building is changed to a lower risk category, the evaluation 
should be performed based upon the age of the facility and the code under which it was 
designed.  The lateral deficiencies may be serious enough that corrective measures may 
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need to be taken.  Any retrofit for lateral loads should be done in accordance with the 
ASCE 41-13 or the EIBC. 

 

 

PND Engineers, Inc.          

 
F. Charles Kenley, P.E., S.E. 
Principal Engineer 
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October 7, 2016 
 
Arcadis U.S., Inc. 
880 H Street, Suite 101 
Anchorage, AK 99501 
 
ATTENTION:  Matt Yeomans 
 
Dear Matt, 
 
REFERENCE:  Valdez Fire Station  
   Mechanical Site Investigation Report 
 
As requested, RSA engineering traveled to Valdez September 27, 2016 to investigate reported 
HVAC issues at the City Fire Station and the needs of Fire Department personnel.  Accompanying 
this inspection were Matt Yeomans from Arcadis, Tracy Raynor and Mike Weber from the Valdez 
Fire Department, and Brad Sontag from the City of Valdez Building Maintenance.  At the time of 
this inspection there was no precipitation, temperature was approximately 54˚F and winds were 
calm.  
 
Noted issues and recommendations:  

A. Issue: Significant black mold is present behind fiberglass reinforced wall paneling, above 
ceiling in the truss work and within walls.   

I. Observations:  
a. This mold was visually apparent largely in the bio-hazard/decontamination.  

Some discoloration was apparent in the three vehicle bay and adjacent boiler 
room walls.  Discoloration of the walls appeared to also be due to water damage.  

b. It was reported by the fire department personnel that there are significant leaks in 
the roofing system which allows moisture into the walls and attic spaces.   

c. The ventilation systems serving the apparatus bay are typical for the occupancy 
and are not a contributing factor to mold growth. 

d. The heat recovery ventilator (HRV) dedicated to the bio-hazard/decontamination 
room is out of service. 

e. Testing of bulk material samples from the bio-hazard/decontamination area was 
performed by White Environmental Consultants February 23rd 2016, the lab 
results indicated moderate to high Stachybotrys and Chaetomium mold growth.  

II. Recommendations: 
a. Water infiltration into the attic space and walls is the major contributing factor 

with this mold issue.  Additional HVAC equipment or upgrades to the existing 
equipment will not solve this issue.  It is recommended that the roof be repaired 
and the mold affected building materials be demolished and replaced.  

b. If the bio-hazard/decontamination is to be occupied, the existing HRV unit should 
be repaired or replaced to return it to operating condition. 
 

B. Issue: Air quality in sleeping quarters located upstairs of the residential area is reported to 
be poor, causing respiratory issues with the occupying personnel. 

I. Observations: 
a. The existing air handler (AHU-1) serving the administration and residential areas 

of the fire department area is located in the attic space adjacent to the training 
area. This unit is original to the building and beyond its useful life.   

b. The air handler (AHU-1) outside air damper was in the closed position at the time 
of this inspection, and no fresh air was being delivered to the served areas.  
Investigation of the direct digital control (DDC) of the unit indicated that AHU-1 
was under command to provide significant outside air both for ventilation and 

http://www.rsa-ak.com/
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cooling, but the damper remained closed. DDC notes from the time of inspection 
follow: 

1. Supply air temperature reset setpoint: 53.5 ˚F. 
2. Space temperature: 73.5 ˚F. 
3. Supply air temperature: 78.3 ˚F. 
4. Outside air temperature: 53.8 ˚F. 

c. AHU-1 has a single return air opening at the wall of the stairwell serving the 
training area.  This return air opening is extremely close (within 8’) to the main 
supply air opening within the same stairwell.  It is apparent that this air handler is 
short circuiting and supplying little ventilation to the connected areas.   The net 
result of the closed outside air damper and short circuiting of the unit is only a 
small amount of indoor air is being re-circulated throughout the area.  It should 
be noted that the return air grill is near the vehicle bay and exhaust fumes may 
be drawn into the air handler return grill. 

d. Supply air to the residential area is provided from AHU-1.  The supply air 
ductwork from this air handler to the residential area is a single 8” branch supply 
air duct routed over head in the three vehicle bay area.  This supply duct has a 
small inline booster fan installed to overcome the pressure losses associated 
with extended duct run and increase the overall air flow to the residential space. 

e. The 8” residential area supply duct terminates at two supply registers, one in the 
ceiling of the kitchen/lounge and one in the sleeping quarters area.  The 
adjustable face damper on the sleeping quarter grill has been closed completely 
off by the occupants.  The grill to the kitchen/lounge remains open and was 
observed to be supplying significant air volume. 

f. No return air ductwork is present from the residential area, resulting in positive 
pressurization the residential area.   This is desirable to mitigate direct migration 
of diesel fumes to the residential area from the adjacent vehicle bays, however 
may be a contributing factor for diesel fumes migration back into the AHU-1 
return duct. 

g. An investigation of airborne mold spores in the kitchen/lounge area was 
performed by White Environmental Consultants May 20th 2015, the investigation 
reported “The air quality at the time of the inspection was acceptable, with no 
discernable amounts of fungal spores present in the sampling locations.” 

II. Recommendations: 
a. If within budget, AHU-1 and supply ductwork should be demolished and replaced 

with a new unit and the supply ductwork re-routed to supply directly to individual 
occupied spaces to avoid short-circuiting and maintain space pressurization to 
mitigate odor migration. 

b. If the unit is to remain, the AHU-1 controls should be troubleshot and repaired to 
re-establish control of the damper actuators and provide outside air mixing with 
the return air steam.  

c. AHU-1 supply air to the residential quarters should remain in place supplying air 
to the kitchen/lounge area on the 1st floor.  The supply air ductwork to the 2nd 
floor sleeping quarters should be capped. 

d. It is recommended a new residential type heat recovery ventilator be supplied 
and installed in the attic space adjacent to the sleeping quarters.  This unit will be 
utilized to supply 100% fresh outside air to the sleeping quarters and will exhaust 
air from the lounge/kitchen area below.  In addition to providing only clean, fresh 
air to the sleeping space, it will serve to pressurize the space relative to the 
kitchen/lounge and the adjacent vehicle bays to mitigate direct diesel fume 
migration into the residential area.   The AHU outside air and exhaust air duct 
terminations will be out the exterior wall above the residential sleeping quarters 
windows.  A small soffit may be required overhead to conceal duct routing, and 
the condensate from the unit will be drained to the kitchen sink tailpiece below.  
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e. As a betterment for the residential HRV installation, a small heating coil can be 
provided on the outside air duct to temper the air entering the space to give the 
occupants temperature control of the sleeping quarter space during the heating 
months. 
 

C. Issue: Vehicle exhaust systems are not functioning automatically to exhaust diesel fumes 
when engines are run within the vehicle bays. 

I. Observations: 
a. Both the two vehicle and three vehicle bay exhaust fans are in working order and 

are suitably size for general area exhaust operation.  Both fans are manually 
controlled by a wall timers to be operated by the fire station personnel when 
needed. 

b. There is no makeup air into either vehicle bay. 
II. Recommendations: 

a. All vehicle bay doors should be fit with optical eyes to trigger automatic operation 
of the vehicle bay exhaust systems for an adjustable amount of time.  The 
vehicle optical eyes shall be selected and installed to trigger the exhaust fans 
only upon the crossing of a vehicle, and not upon personnel or other similar brief 
interruptions.  

b. Both the three vehicle bay and the two vehicle bays should be fit with Carbon 
Monoxide (CO) and Nitrogen Dioxide gas (NO2) gas detectors with sensors 
located near to the exhaust outlets of the stationary vehicles.  This CO/NO2 
sensor will serve to trigger the exhaust systems upon detection if the vehicles are 
run without opening the doors or leaving the bays.  A CO/NO2 detector is 
required in vehicle parking bays per current mechanical code. 

c. New air openings with motorized insulated dampers into each vehicle bay should 
be installed to provide for makeup air during fan operation.  The motorized 
dampers will be interlocked to open upon exhaust fan operation. 

 
If you have any questions concerning the above, please do not hesitate to call me. 

     Sincerely, 
  
                       
      

Tyler T. Gray, PE 
     Project Engineer  
ttg/hhm 
16-0618/L6192 
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